
Steyler brother: "I cannot imagine life 
without glass" 

 
Brother Peter "Seraphim" Frunk came to the Steyler missionaries at the age of 15. There he 

discovered his love for stained glass. 
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Brother Peter "Seraphim" Frunk was born in Cologne-Porz in 1938 and took his perpetual vows in 

1964. In Steyl he completed an apprenticeship as a glass painter. One of his finest works is the 

windows of the hospital chapel in a Steyler hospital in the Philippines. There he had all the freedom 

in designing what is always his favorite. 

 

My mission started accidentally. One day our chaplain took me to the Steylers in Sankt Augustin 

and asked me if that was something for me. I thought I could give it a try. I then went to Steyl - at 

just 15 years old. I knew from the start that I wanted to be a brother. A priestly life was not my 

idea. In Steyl I wanted to learn locksmith, my favorite being a blacksmith. But there was no place 
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for me. So I got into a stained glass and that was a very good decision. I learned the trade and 

completed my training at the windows in the upper church in Steyl. 

 

After my perpetual Vows as a Brother, I was given a new 

name, which was common at the time. I quickly decided on 

Seraphim because the first glass painter in Steyl was called 

that. In 1961 the time had come for me: the mission called. 

I always wished I could go to Asia. When it became clear 

that I was needed in the Philippines, I very much agreed. 

Then I set off with a fellow brother. We decided to take the 

ship and were out for about a month. In December we 

arrived in the capital, Manila. I stayed there for ten years. I 

cast, primed and decorated plaster figures. I learned craft 

and language from the locals. The Filipinos were open, 

accommodating and polite. 

It was different later. In the early 1970s, President 

Ferdinand Marcos ruled the country dictatorially. There 

were incredibly strong currents against foreigners. It was so 

bad that many of our fathers never returned from their 

vacation. I also considered whether I should stay at all. 

However, I didn't want to end my mission in the 

Philippines so quickly and so further missions in different 

locations followed. 

 

From the Philippines to Nemi 

During the time in the Philippines I could only do stained glass on the side, there was hardly any 

glass. In 1985 it was time for me to return to Europe. I didn't like to leave the Philippines, but if 

you are needed elsewhere, you do. I came to the spirituality center in Nemi near Rome and was 

responsible for maintaining the house. I became treasurer there two years later. After eleven years 

I came to Bolzano in South Tyrol, also as a treasurer. I am still there today. 

In the meantime, however, I needed a distance from finance. I went to Rome for two years, 

officially at the gate, but also worked on glass. During this time I was also asked if I could repair 

windows in a church in Togo. I stayed there for a year. In addition to Togo, I went to Beijing 

several times for longer stays to train sisters in glass art. Today they have their own workshops. I 

like the versatility of the work and I like to beautify churches. For me, stained glass is also an 

expression of faith. I can't imagine life without my beloved painting. 
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